[Study on telomerase gene mutation in northern Chinese patients with acquired bone marrow failure syndromes.].
To study the frequency of telomerase gene (TERC and TERT) mutation in Northern Chinese patients with acquired bone marrow failure syndromes (BMFS). DNA extracted from blood samples of 90 patients with BMFS (including AA, MDS, and PNH) and 45 normal controls from 4 northern hospitals was collected. TERC and TERT mutation analysis was performed by PCR. Two TERC mutations (n37 A-->G, and n66 G-->C) and two TERT mutations \[n1870 G-->T (E/*)\]; and \[n1780 G-->T (S/I)\] were identified in 90 BMFS patients. Among them, 3 mutations were reported for the first time. One patient with TERT mutation, however, was finally diagnosed as DKC instead of acquired AA, making the incidence of telomerase gene mutation in northern Chinese people with acquired BMFS 3.4%, similar to that of the western country people. The incidence of telomerase gene mutation in northern Chinese people with acquired bone marrow failure syndromes is 3.4%, similar to that of the western country people.